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Dear Michael 1 
I 
I 

Thanks for your l e t t er  dated 4th1August. We have requested the Rutherford 
Laboratory to send the programe to P ofessor Levy at Rutgers on the PDP-I0 
via the ARPA system. 1'11 just add fewwords here. I am leaving for the 
States in several days so I will bri g some things to mail t o  you when I 
reach Washington. 

The first item is a four-page ide  to  the 
symbols and words which are used, a d the 
is wri t t en  here is qeeded, because e d i d  n actions for the L=2 states, nor d i  we use 27-breaking interactions. There 
are two subroutines called in our rogramme. These are the programmes l i s t e d  
under ( 1 ) on this guide. You have your own minimising MINFUN, and I am sure 
that: you will have your own subrou ine  for matrix diagonalisation. However, 
a write-up of these two subroutineb is enclosed in this letter, so that you 
will understand whatithe symbols used idorgan's programue/ 
which refer to these subroutines, Please let us know if there are any 
further queries. I 1 will be attending the Conference on 
Electron and Photon University from 21-27 August, inclusive.  
W e  do not know when be sent through the ARPA network, and 
1 shall be gone go, I am sure. Ron Horgan will be 
here however, to the Rutherford Laboratory may have. 
It will be the has sent a programme through 
this system. 

I a m  enclosing here three pr nt-outs from runs which we have made recently. 
We have now made a great many m i n  mising runs with varying starting points and 
we have made sure that everyone these does lead to an actual minimum. There 
is j u a t  one sensible minimum, an th is  is illustrated by the two progranrmes 
which we have labelled 576 and d You will see that the  minima which are 
obtained in these two runs d i f  y 3 .6  units. However, these are the same 
minim, and we believe that the reason that 576 does  not go as low as 595 is 
due t o  the fact bat  we have asked for only a certain accuracy i n  the potent ia l  
parameters. When the programme has reached the point where the next s t e p  lies 
within these limits, it stops. 

These outputs also cover t h ~  steps which you suggested that we should 
1 ) parameters which you sent us in your letter 
to the (70,~=1-) states, using these starting 

which are specified in run 572, $or the 
are held fixed, and the L=2 parameters 

6041 -0 .  Starting from these values 
we then allowed all pqameters to vary, which led t o  run 576, with e true 
minimum at 2575.5. ?#I other words the sequence of runs you suggested does 
lead t o  our 



re is one orhm set of I -  parameter. which we used. Theae came from 
th* fit which we hadkhad previously, the run giving 1~2838, which you 
have. As I described in my letter, when w startedhrom these parameters, 
w i t h  the intention of simply reproducing the print-out which you have, we 

+ 
found that i t  went on t o  find the same minimum at: F12575.5. So now every- 
thing is consistent in our minimisation runs. 

We have also found a number of true minima which are crazy. We have . 
enclosed one of these with this l e t t er .  They generally lie roundabout 3200, 
and higher, and their many of the predicted masses 
are in the region of have found quite a large number 
of these crazy the fact that we have only 
found one true obtained when we start frm all 
paramezers startigg at zero, 
the 1 and the 2 parameters. 

L&,&~K. T5'- 

I won't go on to describe the features of the various crazy minima, since you 
w i l l  no doubt come across them for yourself. 

We have also encloeed a listing of the program, since i t  numbers a l l  
of the lines. There is also enclosed a small discussion on the ambiguity of 
calculating F, together with a subroutine which generalises the method which 
is used in the print-out, -for the case where the various items of input data 
are given different weight. I should have mentioned that the minimisation 
which is carried out here assigns equal weight to every resonance, irrespec- 
t ive of the uncertainty in its mass value. We d i d  not feel competent: t o  
weight the data on th i s  basis ,  but you w i l l  be  in a position to make your own 
assessment on this question. 

We hope that the prograrmne will reach you quickly through the ARPA system. 
We have not yet heard anything further from Rutherford Laboratory about this, 
but there are s t i l l  a f e w  days before my departure. A l l  of our runs have been 
carried out with the same input data. This is important obviously, because 
we were concerned with underatanding the way the programme worked, and the 
relationships, if any, between the various minima. We feel thatpin the stage 
where one is test ing the procedures used, i t  is important to  keep to  a single 
set of data, or one quickly gets confused. However, we have now j u s t  had 
several runs using updated information, and including all of the positive parity 
states which would appear t o  f ind  natural interpretations in terms of this 
mass fitting. This procedure is completely analogous to the procedure of 
intermediate coupling shel l  model discussions for the light p-shell-nuclei. & I 
fie basic parameters for the she l l  model f i t  were obtained by fitting a small 
number of well-known resonant states; then the programne dd+'used t o  pre- 
dict new states, and these would be compared with the s t a t e s  known 
which the spin-parity had not yet been determined. The states for which a shel l  * a*LLcn , made1 interpretation was reached i n  this way, were then f ed  in as data for a fRvi-&new f i t ,  and then perhaps sane further leve 4 s were c lar i f i ed ,aqone  has a 
kind of bootstrap operation, giving a self-consisteat interpretation of a large 
number of res= states, for which f u l l  knowledge was not empirically avail- 
able. ~ h i y ~ a v e  the experime rers many objectives, telling them which sta tes  4L it would be fru i t fu l  to ~ t u d y , ~ m k i n g  spin-parity determinations. If you are 
interested to think about this,  you could look at a paper by F. C. Barker i n  
Nuclear Physics - 83 (1966), 418. 

I feel pretty confident that the minimum which we now have and which does 
correspond t o  the minimum in Horganfs paper, is the only sensible minimum. 
Famous last vords! 


